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x. 
ON ESTIMATING THE DRAG COEFFICIENT OF MISSILES 

ABSTRACT 

'A method of estimating the head, base and friction drag coefficient« 
of a missile is outlined.    This procedure pertains to rockets and artillery 
projeotiles, with or without fins, and is a combination of theory and 
empirtcal data, gathered from numerous souroes* 

V 



INTRODUCTION 

A procedure for estimating the drag ooeffioient of roojcets and 
artillery projeotiles, with or without fins, is stated briefly. lb 
is based partly on theory, partly on empirioal data. Sinoe the effect 
of yaw is neglected, the results apply only to small yaws» 

The drag ooeffioient K- is assumed to consist of three principal 

partsi tho wave drag ooeffioient IL^» the base drag coefficient K^* 

and the friction drag ooeffioient )L.„»   Besides, there are interference 

effeots, whioh may be represented by an interference drag coefficient 
K_T. The whole is the sum of its parts: 

KD = KDff+KDB+KDP*V (1> 

,If f> denotes the air density, d the diameter of the oylindrical 
part of the body (or the caliber; and u the velooity of the missile 
relative to the air, the drag is 

D = Kj^d2»2« (2) 

WAVE DRAG COEFFICIENT 

a»    Conical Head.    The wave drag ooeffioient of a conioal head is 
oompuTed by -the theory of Taylor and Maoooll»2»3    This ooeffioient is 
tabulated in Part II of Kopal' n "Tables of Supersonio Flow Around Yaw- 
ing Cones"i4    the values multiplied by 4/ir may also be found in Part II 
of his "Tables of Supersonic Flow Around Cones","    The arguments of these 
tables are the se-J.-apex angle 0    of the oone and the radial velooity u 

along the solid surface.    In both tables,   the Mach number Us u/a is 
tabulated}  if M is assumed, it is more convenient to find the correspond» 
ing value of u    in Part III of the latter volume.    Although the velooity 

of sound a in the undisturbed air is a function of temperature and varies 
with humia'ity, we take its standard value as 1120,27 fps» 

In order to obtain u    in fps, Kopal*8 values must be multiplied by 
a 

the velooity of discharge into a vaouum o^ whioh may be oomputed by the 
formula 

o = all(l + t.dZBZl/^y1, (3) 

The  semi-apex angle of the oone may be found by the formula 

tan ©   = d/2h, (4) 
6 

where h is the height of the head. 
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b.    Ogival Head.    Tho wave drag coefficient of a body of revolution 
can be computed with ~«rtain restrictions as a perturbation of the wave 
drag coefficient of a cone»    Van Dykeß   has derived a seoonc*-order theory 
of supersonio flow, using the particular solution for a oone with the 
same vertical 'angle as the principal term and adding other terms which 
make the flow satisfy the boundary conditions at a finite number of points* 
Although this theory appears to be quite accurate, it requires more 
experimental (ion fir mat ion; besides, its use has the disadvantage of requir» 
ing a large amount of computation« 

The effeot of curvature may be estimated from experimental results» 
Pbr example, the form faotors of British 5-inoh Shell with 7#5 /0#38-oal, 
boattail and three head shapes were determined from the observed ranges 
at an elevation of 40    and a mnzr.te velocity of 2500 fps.    The heads 
wore all the same height:    one vras   oonical, one was a seoant ogive with 
a 16-cal. radius, and one was a tangent ogive with an 8-oal« radius«, 
The results indicate that, at 2500 fps, the drag ooeffioient of the 
seoant ogive is 0.0043 less than that of the cone, and the drag ooeffioient 
of the tangent ogive is 0.0018 less than that of the oone« 

8orae unpublished data obtained by the Free Flight Aerodynamics Branoh 
for oaliber 0.50 bullets with oonical and ogival heads 2«b2 calibers long, 
rounded at the tip with a radius of 0*05 caliber, at a llaon number of 2«44« 
also indioate corrections to be applied for ogives of various r«Hii,    The 
following table gives the drag coefficient for ogival heads less that for 
a oonical head of the same height; R denotes the ogival radius» and R_ 

the radius of a tangent ogive of the s&rao heights 

R^R AKp 

Conical head 0,00 .0000 
u.26 -  .0033 
0,50 -  .0044 
o.er -  .0031 

Tangexit ogive 1.00 + .0055 
7 

Miles    derived a semi-empirioal relation between the wave drag 
coefficient of an ogival head and that of a conical hoad of the same 
apex angle-    He obtains the former by multiplying Kopal's    tabulated 
drag ooeffioient by the faotor 

1 -  (96 - 32 t«n2e )/(7K + 126), (5) 

However,  this relation does not agree with the resulta given above, sinoe 
it yields an inorease in K-.  for any increase in R_/l(.    Its use is not 

reoonmended unless it is oonfirmed by additional experiments« 

o.    Joettail.     The Airflow Branoh has oompubed the pressure distr'bu» 
tion over  oone-oylinders with boattails varying from 4    to R    at llaoh 



numbers from 1.72 to R 79, Tneso data are available in graphioal form 
in a report by Carter. "**  The wave drag ooeffioient is found by the 
relation 

KDW = ^   r°^-V Pi) r dr. (6) 

where Y is the ratio of speoific heats,, r,   the radius of the base? r 

the radius of the oylindor, P   the pressure at a point where the radius 

is r, and P^ the atmospherio pressure.    If f- 1.406, 2l/l* ■ 4.472. 
If tho variation in P    is small, an average value nay be used, but, if 

P    is a linear function of r, the integration is easy to perform. 

d.    Fins.    The wave drag coefficient of a fin depends on its shape« 
Most aerodynaraioists define it by the formula 

DW = W8^2» W 

where DL. is the wave drag and S is one surface of the fin» The relation 

betwoen this coefficient and the one based on the missile diameter is 

*m = W/2d2' <8> 
For a reotangular wing with a single wedge profile of wedge angle 

ßt Graham and Lagerstrom   derive the formula 

CDW= (/32/k)  (1. -l/VAB), (9) 

where A is the aspect ratio and 

B = (M2 - 1)*. (10) 

The aspeot ratio is, by definition. 

A * a/c, (11) 

where s is tha span and c tho ohord. 

Graham and Lagerstrom also derive formula« for wings with swepb- 
back leading edges.    Sin.se those formulas are long and complicated» 
they wil), not be given horo. 

For a reotangular  fin with a double wedge or a bioonvax (double 
oiroular aro) profile, Bonney9 dorives the formula 

*JMmX !&****• U2) I 
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«here X is the thickness ratio:    if t is the root thickness, 

T= t/e. (13) 

If t? is the thickness at the tip, the taper in thickness is 

X " V1 (14) 
and Kx« (1 ■»• X+ X2)/3. (15) 

If tile profile is a synnetrical double wedge, K. = 4.    If the middle 
third of tho profile is oonstant in thiokness and the outer thirds are 
wedge-shaped, K. ■ 6.    If the profile is bioonvex, K   = 5.35„ 

For a delta-fin with a triangular planform end a double wedge 
profile, Puokett      derives three expressions which depend on the 
sweep-back angles of the leading edge and the maximum thiokness line. 
The ohoioe of the applicable expression depends on the magnitude of B 
relative to the tangents of the two angles.    Puckett and Stewart11 

extend this theory to include delta fins with swept-baok and swept- 
forward trailing edges«    BeaneL2 extends it further to include delta 
fins with bioonvex sections.    He presents results pertaining to both 
profiles in graphical form* 

13 
Chapman     made a theoretical and experimental investigation of 

fins with a blunt trailing ed(;e, a rectangular planforro, and various 
modifications of wedge and biconvex profiles.    The results are given 
in graphical form. 

BASE DRAG COEFFICIENT 

The base drajj ooeffioient is found by the relation 

*BB=(l-VWd2rM2' (16) 

where P,   is the base pressure, P,   the atmospheric (or froe stream) 
D 1 

pressure. A,   the base area, d the oaliber,ythe ratio of specific heats, 

and II the Mach number.    For air, f is approximately 1.405.    For a shell 
body of base diameter d.,  the baue area in 

*b ■ Or/*K (17) 

and tho base drag ooeffioient may be expressed 

«DB * °'559  (1 " VX/iV' (18) 
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14 / 
a.    Squaro Base.    Charters and Turotsky     deduced the ratio P^/Pi  tw 

several oone-cylinder models of different lengths, which were fired in 
the free-flight range at Mach numbers from 1.2 to 3,8»    The total drag 
was moatmred, the pressure acting on the cone waa computed from Kopal's 
tables, the skin friction was estimated from a subsonic formula, and the 
base drag was obtained by subtraction.    Thu plotted results lie close to 
the curve defined by the quadratic equation 

1 - P^P   = 0.3U86M - 0,1085 - 0.02411M2. (IS) 

this equation should be used only for Mach numbers between 1 and 4.    At 
low subsonic velocities, the base pressure is nearly equal to the atmos- 
phoric pressure, and the base drag may be neglecoed»    At very high Uaoh 
numbers, experiments indicate that the basj pressure decreases with in- 
creasing Mach number, approaching the condition of a vacuum at the base* 
Under certain conditions,  therefore, it may be satisfactory to appro»» 
imate the base.pressure with a vacuum for engineering calculations. 

Chapman      *      derived t» semi-empirical formulas for the base 
pressure on cone-cylinders and ogive-cylinders, which fit Charters 
and Turotsky' s free-flight data and some wind-tunnel measurements.    His 
base drag coefficient consists of two terms: one calculated from the 
pressure just upstream of the base, whioh depends only on the body 
shape; and another, which depends on viscosity.    If the boundary layer 
just upstream of the base is laminar, viscosity has a large effect on 
the base pressure; bu*, if this boundary layer is turbulent, the effeot 
of viscosity is small»    On a long missile, with a cylindrical body, the 
pressure just upstream of the base is nearly atmospheric and the boundary 
layer is turbulent; therefore, the given free-flight data should be 
applicable. 

16 
b.    Boattailed base.     Chapman      showed that his theory oould be 

applied to boattailed bodies providing the boundary layer on the boat- 
tail is laminar, but not if it is turbulent.    Unless appropriate ex- 
perimental data are available, however, formula (19)  should bo used to 
obtain a rough approximation of the pressure on the base of a boat- 
tailed body. 

17 o.    Fins.    Chapman and Summors    found that the base pressure on the 
blunt""trailing edge of a fin is not appreciably affectod by Reynolds 
number, providing the boundary layer approaohing the base is turbulent 

r or.1 thin  oompared to tho base thicknoss.    They "give a base pressure  curve 
which approximately fits data obtained from wind-tunnel and froo-flight 
measurements on wings of rectangular planfora and various profiles and 
aspect ratios at Uaoh numbers from 1*5 to 4 and Reynolds numbers from 2 
to 9 million. 

I 
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For estimating the baae pressure on wedge typo fins with square 
bases. Poor* suggests taking 0.35 as a mean value of PT/F-I«    ^his i* 

based on the limitod data tiiat is available over a range of Mach 
number, aspect ratio, and Reynolds nu-abor» 

FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT 

The friotion drag ooeffioient is expressed by the formula 

Kpp = CfS'/2d2, (20) 

whore Cf is the skin friotion ooeffioient for smooth flat plates, S' 
the superficial area exclusive of the base (the 'wetted area1), and d 
the diameter of the body» 

a. Laminar Flow.    For laminar flow in the boundary layer, Blasius' 

formula    '    for C» as a function of Reynolds number R is 

Cf = 1.328 R~*. (21) 

To take_aocount of compressibility, this value should be roduoed by a 
factor f which is a function of Mach number.    Van Driost^O derives the 
faotor 

f = (1 + 0.3'frTH2)"0^, (22) 

/    / 21 
which is a close approximation to Karman and Tsien1s exact solution. 
Here, 7" is the ratio of speoifio heats (1.405 for air)*    This faotor may 
be obtained from Figure 1, 

22 
Crooco      shows that ■the effect of compressibility depends on the 

ratio of the enthalpy on the surface of the plate to that in the free 
stream and also on the enthalpy ratio corresponding to the characteristic 
temperaturo of Sutherland1s formula for viscosity, as well as on Mach 
number.    He gives these effeots in graphical form. 

b. Turbulent Flow.    For turbulent flow in the boundary layer, 
FrandfuL' a empirical formula for C. is19 

^ f 

Cf = 0.455  (log10R)-2-58. (23) 

For log-0R between 5 and 9,   tnis agrees closely with von Karmdn1 ■ formula 

for an incompressible fluid:" 

log10R = 0.242 cf - log10Cf. (24) 

•    Memo from C.  L. Poor, 3d, to  R.  H„ Kent on "Base Pressure Measure- 
*»ta", 18 Jan 50, 

11 
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Taking account of compressibility, von Karman derived the formula! 

■    lo%0R " °'242 °f Cl +>H'J. M2)-* - log10Cf z . 
+ log1Q(l + X-'\- M2)» (25) 

2 
20 

Van Driest  obtained olosor agreement with experimental data with 

the following modification of von Karman's formula, which take a account 
of a variation of density across the boundary layer: 

log1()R = 0.242 C^(l - A2)^A"1sin"1 A - ^&l(p{ 

' !•* lo6io(l " **>• (26) 

r - 
l + J^Llrf (27) 

2 

The value of C», oaloulated by (26)» may be obtained from Figure 2; for 

a given value of II, log10
Cf. "ay De interpolated linearly between curves 

of oonstant log -R. 

24 o.    Reynolds Number.    Charters      applies the formulas for\C    to 

projaotiles by taking 

R^ufy/fl, (28) 

whore u is  the velocity of the projootilo relative to the air,./ the 
length of the projeotile,yftthe density of the air, and p. the viscosity 
of the air.    For this purpose, the length of the surface of revolution 
should be its axii^ and the length of the fins, their average actual 
chord.    The standard air density is 0.07513 lb/^t3.25    The visoogity 
corresponding to the standard temperature of 15 C is 1,199 x 10     lb/ft. 
sec.        Hence the kinematic viscosity is 

M./fl = 1.596 x 10** ft2/seo 

and log1Q(^/«,) ■ 3.7870. 

d. Surfaces. The surface whose areas 9* is required may be divided 
into regions. The surface of revolution consists jf cylinders, oones, 
and ogives. The no3o may also have a circular meplat. The surface of 
the fins consists of rectanglos and triangles. 

Formulas for computing the area of most of these shapes are well 
known, but not for an ogivo. The area of a curved ogival surface is 

13 
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S ■ 2rR(h+ M    ,. ^2), C29) 

where R is the radiua of the ogival arc, h the height of the ogive, 
b the Tistanoo from the oentor of the arcTto the axis   of the ogive, 
Q   and e   the angles (in radians) between the axis and the tangent to 
12 

the element at the base and the nose of the ogive*    If d   is the swell 

diameter. 

R - dg/2, (30) 

If the origin 0 is on the axis at the base of the complete ogive 
(of diameter d ) and s. and s. are the distances from 0 to the base 

and nose of the actual ogive» 

h « «2 - tj, (31) 

sin ex * %J%t (32) 

sin G2 ■ i^R. (33) 

e.    Average.    The friction drag ooeffioient should be oomputed for 
both Taminar and turbulent flow, and a weighted average taken.    The 
weight for tho laminar flow on the surface of revolution is that 
proportion of the length that is in front of the transition point, whioh 
may be at the base of the ogive or uome rough place on the surface; 
this weight should probably be not more than 1/3.    On the fins, the 
weight for the laminar flow is the fraction of the surface in front of 
a line from the intersection of the leading edge and the shell body. 
Soing back and away from the axis at an angle of 10 .27 jn either case, 

he weight for the turbulent flow is the complement of the weight for 
the laminar flow. 

INTERFERENCE DRAG COEFFICIENT 

a. Body»fin Interference.    The floW of air over a body with fins 
attacKed is different from that over the body alone, and consequently 
the drag coefficient is different from that of tho body alono plus that 
of the fins.    The flow of air over the fins is dlfferont after passing 
around the fore part of the body than it would be in the undofleoted 
stream.    These effects could be determined for particular shapes by 
wind tunnel measurements, but at present no data appear to be available 
for such a determination. 

b. Fin Interference.    The flow of air over one pair of fins may 
also Fe influenced by the presenoe of other fins.    The resulting 
variation in drag ooeffioient can be dotorminod by wind tunnel measure- 

ments.    One set of such measurements     indioatat that 1/3 of the inorease 

li* 
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Is K_ due to 6 fins is more than the increase due to 2 fins at M » 2*48. 

and at M s 3.28.   No interference was evident with 6 fine at M - 1*67« 
or with 4 fins at any of the three fitaoh numbers« 

DRAG COEFFICIENT 

The drag ooeffioient is a funotion of M and 8«    For a given 
missile in air of oonstant density and temperature« H is a fraction of 
M alone.    Therefore» for a given projeotile, K_ may be treated as a 

funotion of M alone*    Thomas36 has discovered a convenient;form for this 
funotion in the case of a spinning projeotile at supersonio velooitiest 
in this region« the parameter 

Q = (1 + Kpll2)* (?4) 

may be closely approximated by a linear funotion of H« which requires 
only two empirical coefficients« 

The ratio of the drag ooeffioient of a missile to that of a typioal 
projeotile is called its form faotor relative to the typioal projeotile 
and denoted by i.« where t represents the type of projeotile«   If there 

is a typioal projeotile on whioh i. is nearly oonstant« its, tabulated 

drag ooeffioient multiplied by the average i. may be used as the estimat- 
ed drag ooeffioient of the missile« 

Wherever possible« the results should be oheolcod by comparison with 
experimental data«   For spinning projeotiles of moderate length« same 
serai-enpirioal formulas have been derived fron range firing data«" these 
show the dependence of the form faotor on length of head«   A large number 
of formJFaotors determined from resistance firings are listed in another 
report«       The contribution of fins to the drag ooeffioient of rocket«,- 
and guided missiles has been determined from wind tunnel measurements«    * 

Some time-of-flight firings of, oaliber 0,50 bullets have indicated 
that the increase in drag due to meplat is proportional to the area of 
the meplat»'4 the form factors of bullets with the same head length 
approximately satisfied the relation 

1«2B<1 •». 0«376 d ) n 
\ 

(38) 

where d   is the nose diameter expressed in calibers, valid up to 0*36 
n 

oaliber*    Hence, if the nose diameter is less than 0.16 oaliber« the 
inoreaso in drag is less than 1%,    Stein3' has determined the effeot 
of nose diameter on the drag of oonioal-head bullets at aupersonio 
velocities from firings in the spark range» and gives the result« in 
his report* 

15 
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In thiB report, the drag ooeffioient has been defined by formula 
(2) in terras of the square of the caliber.    Sometimes it is denoted by 
the symbol (L and defined by the formula 

D ■ CDApu2/2 (36) 

whore A is the cross-seotional area.    The relation between K_ and CQ is 

Kp ' 0.3927 CD. (37) 
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APPENDIX 

Computation of Drag Coefficient of 75/32mm Fin-Stabilized Shell 
(Fig.3) 

Mach Humbor (assumed) 

Diameter of body 

Height of ogival head 

By Bj. (4) 

Semi-apex angle of inscribed cone 

Radial velocity (from Part III of Kopal's 
Tech Rep l) 

Wave drag coefficient of the oone (from 
Part II of Kopal's Tech Hep 3) 

Correction for ogival head 
(Rj/R = IO.1/2I.6 = 0.47) 

Wave drag coefficient of body K__(body) 

il= 3.00 

d = 1.25 in» 

h = 3.50 in, 

tan 08 a 0.1,7357 

«   =10.125° s 

u  = 0.772s 8 

Kjoon'e) * 0.0361 

«JJ   =-0.0044 

.0307 

Wave drag, on boattail is neglected.    Carter's 
report has no data for projectiles longer than 
seven (7) oalibero. 

Span of fins 

Chord of fins 

Aspect ratio 

Wedge angle 

Sweep-back angle 
11 

Wave dra;; coefficient of fins (from 
GrehAm and Lagerstron'e report)    X,   (fins) 

By Ei.  (19) for base of body 

Base diameter 

s = 2.93 in. 

0 = 3.33 in. 

A ■ 0.88 

.0 
/$= 1.8 

60" 

.0095 

1 - Py^Pj ■ 0,600 

' 

dv   = 0,974 In» 
b 
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By Ei« (18) Base drac ooeffioient of body IL 
(body) m 

Poor's estimate for base of fins 

Base area of fins 

By E^. (16) 
Basv drag coefficient of fins 

Velocity (1120 ii) 

Length of body 

Length (chord) of fins 

By (20), Reynolds No. is given by 

By Fig. 1, Compressibility Factor f 

By Fig. 2, Skin friction coefficient for 
turbulent flow is givon by 

The surfnoo of the body consists of a t.nm- 
cated cone, a cyli?der. and an ogive; 
the area of the ogive is given by Eq.(20) 

The surface of the fins oonsists of "tri- 
angles and trapezoids 

By Eq.  (20), with the help of Eq.(21) 
for laminar ^lcw. 
Friction dr»g coefficient 
of body in laminar flow 

of body in turbulent flow 

of Pina in laminar flow 

oi' fins in turbulent flow 

Sinco the diötanoe from tho nose to the 
threads is more than 1/3 the kigth jf one 
body,  tho weight for the laminar flow on 
the body is 

•0226 

1 - P^/P, -0.650 
D     1 

A^ a 0.4:531 in2 

K^fins) = .0142 

u = 3360 fps 

X (body) = 1.297 ft. 

X (fins) = 0.2775 ft. 

log R(body) = 7.4362 
log R(fins) = 6.7966 

= 0.9075 

log Cft(body) = 7.207 

log (^(fins) - 7.346 

S»/2d (body) = 13.195 

S»/2d (fins) = 7,553 

K      (body) = 0.0029 
DFi 

Embody) =    0.0213 

K^fino) = 0.0036 

Kp^fins) = 0.0168 

w* (body)     = 0.35 
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Since the transition line on each .fin surface 
intersects the body at the leading edge and 
makes an angle of 10 with the axis, it intersects 
the trailing edge 1.33 in. from the axis, the flow 
is laminar in front of this line (neglecting the 
effect of the fin pad) and the weight for the 
laminar flow on the fin-s is w« (fin)«« 0,pn 

Hie weight for the turbulent flow on the body is  w. (body)» 0*67 

The weight for the turbulent flow on the fins is  w^ (fins)» 0,50 

Friction drag oeeffioiaat of body JL  (body)      «0152 
Up 

Friction drag coefficient of fins £. (fins) 
UF 

Total drag coefficient L 

The estimated drag coefficient of other 
fin-stabilized shall at several Mach 
numbers greater than 1 is approximately 
proportional to JL., _, the second revision 

of -üie drag coefficient for projectile type 2* 
At M ■ 3, 2D2.2= ,0868 

Form factor ig 1,18 

In this calculation, the fin-body interference 
is neglected.    Since thore are only four fins, 
the interference between fins is probably 
negligible.    This result applies to 0 yaw; 
the    effeot of yaw is not considered in this 
report 
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